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Derbyshire Dales Green Group Campaign Meeting Minutes  01/10/2019 
8:00pm The Remarkable Hare, Matlock   
 
Attendees: 

Matt Buckler (chair) (Cllr: Stanton), John Youatt Jess Hind 
John Hill (membership sec) Ivan Dixon Liz Pasteur 
Darren Yates (Electoral Returning Officer, DGP) Caroline Hallett Steve Martin 
Richard Rowlatt Emma Hickling John Ward 
Neil Buttle (Cllr: Tideswell) Ben Carter (guest)  

 
 
(1) Campaign Strategies  
Ben Carter presented a short discussion on campaign on Facebook and the strategies required to run 
a successful campaign. He said that Facebook is a key element of the current political scene in terms 
of campaigning. Ben has offered to help us with our social media campaign. It was agreed that small 
group would be set up to run this. Volunteers for this group are: John Ward, John Youatt, Jess Hind, 
Ben Carter, Emma Hickling, Steve Martin. The first meeting will be held on Monday 7th October at 
7pm at Steve and Emma’s home. 

It was also noted that social media campaigning would run alongside traditional campaigning – it 
would not replace it. However, it is important that the social media group and the traditional group 
collaborate where appropriate. 

(2) Agenda for Campaign Meetings (post meeting note) 

John Youatt said at the meeting that he would provide an agenda for these meetings (this is his 
agenda) 

 

1. Seek support in principle for Unity from Lib and Lab. Note Lib has a PPC, Lab seeking. (I’ll ask 
Maggie for the latest)  

2. Include Humanity 
3. Fundraising, either our own or with the alliance. Guess our budget. 
4. Public meeting in Imperial rooms early October? 
5. Contact Compass and MVM - still willing to chair? (sadly it seems not, Robin is asking again) 
6. Seek support of non-political allies XR, NFU, Amnesty, etc 
7. Stunts?  
8. Need our own leaflet whilst seeking joint leaflet? 
9. Can we get freepost leaflet c£600? 
10. Decide press and social media actions 
11. Can we identify say 5 issues that we guess the others would share? 

a.    End Brexit 
b.    PR 
c.    Climate emergency 
d.    Badger cull 
e.    Planning, mainly the greenfield / local needs battle 

 


